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Abstract. The coupling between the convective region in the envelope and rotation can produce
a surface latitudinal diﬀerential rotation that may induce changes of the stellar geometry and
on the spectral line proﬁles that it may be scrutinized spectroscopically and by interferometry.
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1. Motivations
Clement (1979) using a conservative distribution of the angular velocity, and Maeder
et al. (2008), with a “shellular” distribution, have shown that in fast rotating early-
type stars the envelope layers laying from 1/3 to 1/4 of the stellar radius beneath the
surface are unstable to convection. The baroclinic balance relation can then be solved
by sketching the coupling between convection and rotation, assuming that the speciﬁc
entropy is a function of the speciﬁc angular momentum j, Ω2 or the speciﬁc rotation
energy ²Ω =$2Ω2. Fig. 1 shows the curves of constant Ω for S = S(Ω2) which can closely
reproduce the diﬀerential rotation in the convective zone of the Sun, and S = S(²Ω) that
reproduces the diﬀerential rotation proﬁles obtained with models for radiative stars.
According to Maeder (2009) the shape of the surface of a star with non-conservative
rotation law can be described with:
ΦG(θ)− 12Ω
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$2(∇Ω2 .ds) = ΦG(0) . (1.1)
where ΦG(θ) is the gravitational potential; ds in an arbitrary displacement over the stellar
surface; $ is the distance to rotation axis; Ω(θ) is the angular velocity as a function on the
co-latitude θ. For a simpliﬁed Maunder velocity law Ω¯(θ) = Ωo(1+α cos2 θ) the contours
of stars shown in Fig. 1 were obtained for ηo = Ω2o/R
3
e/GM = 0.8 and α = 0.3. We note
that although ηo 6= 1 the stars approach the critical ﬂattening Re/Rp = 1.5 obtained for
the critical rotation in the Roche approximation of the surface equipotential.
2. Spectroscopic and Interferometric signatures
With a modiﬁed FASTROT (Fre´mat et al. 2005) code we can obtain synthetic line
proﬁles produced by diﬀerentially rotating model atmospheres, where the gravity
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Figure 1. Ω(r, θ)= constant curves. (a) S = S(Ω2 ); (b) S = S($2Ω2 ). Solutions are not valid
in the shaded zones. ΥΩ ,² =[2αΩ ,²GM ]/[1−αΩ ,² (Ω2 , ²)]; αΩ ,² =(1/CP )[dS/d(Ω2 , ²)]
Figure 2. Apparent angular dimension of a B2V-type star seen at d = 300 pc having a surface
rotational parameter ηo = 0.7 at the equator and deformed according to several values of the
parameter α in the latitudinal diﬀerential rotation given by Ω¯(θ) = Ωo (1 +α cos2 θ). Visibility
curves for the respective stellar deformations induced by the surface diﬀerential rotation.
darkening eﬀect is calculated consistently with the shape changes of the star accord-
ing to the adopted Maunder rotation law. The Fourier transform of the line proﬁles
show that the ratio of the ﬁrst two zeroes is a fairly nicely resolved quantity to esti-
mate the diﬀerential rotation parameter α. We have also calculated the visibility curves
of diﬀerential-rotation deformed stars [see Fig. 2 as function of the baseline seen by the
VEGA/CHARA for a B stars at 300 pc (Mourard et al. 2009)]. This calculation show that
diﬀerences carried on the visibility curves in the visual spectral range by the geometrical
deformations shown in the ﬁgure can be resolved with the VEGA/CHARA interferomet-
ric array. The combined spectroscopic and interferometric analysis could then lead to
valuable constraints to the modeling of the surface diﬀerential rotation and the internal
diﬀerential rotation beneath the surface.
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